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Outlook 2

Artificial Intelligence for Assisting tracking code

Track classification

Missing segment generation

De-noising drift chamber data


Level-3 trigger for identifying electron candidates from raw information from DC 
and ECAL

Particle identification using Artificial intelligence (currently electron identification)

Physics reaction identification using raw information from detector and 
reconstructed momenta:


Useful for final physics analysis

Can identify reactions in the online (may be used for triggering)

Can eventually turn into Kinematic Fitting using AI 

Projects
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CLAS12 tracking 3

Charged particles are tracked using 
Drift Chambers inside toroidal 
magnetic field.


Each sector consists of 3 regions

Each region consists of two cambers 
(Super-Layer) 

Super-Layer has 6 layers

Each Layer has 112 wires


Each sector is matrix of 36x112 wires 
that charged particles passes

Each super layer hits are clustered 
together

Track candidate is format from 6 
clusters (one from each super layer)

Charged Particle Tracking

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

Super-Layer 5 Super-Layer 6
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CLAS12 tracking 4

Sector 1 Six sectors shown
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Problems we are trying to solve 5

Each event contains many combinations of clusters that can form 
a track.

Teaching AI which combinations are good and which are bad will 
help the network to discern from given combinatorics which 
candidate has higher probability to be a good track.

Possibly will speed up tracking code (80%-90% of total data 
processing time) by considering only AI suggested track 
candidates.

Classification

Fixing Inefficiencies
Some regions of inefficiency in drift chambers can result in 
missing clusters in one of the super layers.

Track classifier can recognize good tracks composed of 6 
clusters.

We need some methods to predict where missing cluster 
position will be.

Then classifier can identify good track candidate.
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Track Data 6

Events with 2 tracks in one sector are chosen for 
training sample generation.

4 training track candidates are constructed:


2 “TRUE” tracks that were reconstructed by tracking 
algorithm

2 “FALSE” tracks by swapping 1 or 2 (decided by 
random number generator) clusters from adjacent track.

TRUE TRACKTRUE TRACK FALSE TRACK FALSE TRACK
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Neural Networks 7

Features TP FP PA TA Time 
(ms)

ERT 6 100% 6.14% 100% 100% 0.36

MLP 6 99.96% 10.77% 98.88% 99.65% 0.12

CNN 36x112 96.11% 28.11% 94.26% 94.26% 1.2

RNN 36 88.40% 11.60% - - -

TP - True Positive

FP - False Positive

TA - Training Accuracy

PA - Positive Accuracy : percentage of tracks where 

        False Positive in an event has lower probability 

        than True Positive

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

Different Network types were evaluated for accuracy and speed.

MLP is chosen to be the best fit, due to implementation 
simplicity, accuracy and inference speed.

Extremely Randomized Trees (ERT)
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Fixing inefficiencies 8

Auto-encoder is a type of neural network that 
can be used to learn a compressed 
representation of raw data.

An auto-encoder is composed of an encoder 
and a decoder sub-models. The encoder 
compresses the input and the decoder 
attempts to recreate the input from the 
compressed version provided by the encoder.

Typically used for de-noising, but can be 
used for fixing glitches (our case).

Use Auto-Encoders to fix the missing cluster (provide a position) 

Good reconstructed tracks are used to generate training 
samples by removing one cluster from each super layer

Training Sample for Auto-Encoder
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Fixing inefficiencies (Auto-Encoder Performance) 9

Uncertainty in prediction for cluster position 
for good tracks is 0.36 wire out of 112

Uncertainty in prediction for cluster 
position vs Super-layer with missing 
cluster
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Identifying tracks using both networks 10

Construct all combinations of 6 cluster tracks from hits (25 candidates in 
the example)

Evaluate track candidate likelihood using classifier neural network

Remove hits belonging to the track from list of hits.

Add track candidate to the list of possible tracks (with it’s probability 
provided by classifier)

Construct combinations of 5 cluster track candidates (29 combinations 
in the example)

Generate pseudo-hits in missing super-layers using Auto-Encoder neural 
network

 Turn them into 6 super-layer track candidates 

Evaluate 6 clusters track candidates (with pseudo-hit) using classifier 
neural network

Add track candidate to the list of possible tracks with appropriate 
probability
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Why Did we need the second Network (Auto-Encoder) 11

Positive 
Charge Conventional Artificial 

Inteligence Gain

6 CLUSTER 242,145 256,175 1.0579

5 CLUSTER 24,155 52,839 2.1875

TOTAL 267,339 309,058 1.1561

Relative fraction of 5 super-layer tracks 
is about ~10% of total positively charge 
particles. 
The gain in number of 5 super-layer 
tracks is about x2.2 (120% increase) 
The gain in 6 super-layer track 
reconstruction with AI suggested track 
candidates is ~6%. 
Due to high gain in 5 super-layer track 
(where combinatorics is much larger for 
given number of segments) the total 
increase in tracks reconstructed is 
~15.6%  

Questions: 
Are these real tracks ?  
How does this translate into physics ? 
Is this gain real ?
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AI Tracking Reconstruction Tools 12

AI track classification and segment recovery network was implemented as a CLARA service. 
Tracking code was modified to separate clustering from track finding 

Data analyzed in two parallel service compositions with separate output for Time Based Tracking 
The parallel branches produce separate particle banks 
Tracking code in the AI branch is 35% faster compared to conventional branch 
The full chain will be available soon for users to analyze and compare results from AI assisted 
tracking with conventional tracking.

DC Clustering 
(Hit Based Clustering)

AI Track Finder DC HB 
Tracking

Conventional 
Track Finder

DC HB 
Tracking

RECAI::Particle

REC::Particle
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Physics Impact 13

Implementation of AI assistance in CLAS12 tracking 
lead to tracking speed improvement of ~35%. 
Particle reconstruction efficiency increased when 
using only AI suggested tracks. 
Study was performed to measure tracking efficiency 
as a function of experiment luminosity (beam current) 
Conventional tracking efficiency decreases by 0.40% 
per nA of beam current. 
AI assisted tracking efficiency drops by 0.22% per nA. 
Efficiency drop improved by factor of ~2x.
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Physics Impact 14

CLAS12 tracking code reconstruction 
efficiency improved with introduction of AI 
into track candidate finding. 
The tracking code speed improved by ~35% 
What is the physics impact ? 
Tow particle final state (ep->e’pi+X) missing 
mass shows ~20% more event under proton 
peak. The gain is constant over the whole 
range of missing mass. 
Three particle final state (ep->e’pi+pi-X) 
missing mass shows ~35% increase in 
statistics of missing proton.
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Physics Impact (we don’t trust our analysis) 15

Double-Blind studies were done to 
assess efficiency of AI 
31 runs were cooked with conventional 
tracking and AI tracking 
Samples were given to analyzers with 
labels A and B 
Monte-Carlo simulation with merged 
background was reconstructed with 
conventional and Ai assisted tracking. 
Monte-Carlo was analyzed for SIDIS 
event. 
The identity of A and B sample was 
revealed to analyzers after the analysis 
were presented (some of the analyzers 
guessed it right).
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Physics Impact 16

Old sk1in 31 files
ID
Entries
Mean
RMS

            557
            159

  2.625
 0.3649

  27.01    /    37
P1   38.04   8.923
P2   3.094  0.7453E-02
P3  0.3613E-01  0.7817E-02
P4   1.535   1.879
P5  0.5089   1.020
P6  0.4555  0.3660
P7 -0.2288  0.9833E-01
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J/ 25% more than in pass1
S.Stepnyan’s Analysis

38 Events 51 Events
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Physics Impact 17

R.Tyson’s Analysis

15 Events

31 Events

18 Events
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Physics Impact 18

UL: e’K+(FD) - B has 19% more events than A 
UR: e’K+(FD)p(FD) - B has 28% more events than A 
LL: e’K+(FD)p(CD) - B has 14% more events than A 
LR: e’K+(CD)p(FD) - B has 18% more events than A

D. Carman’s Analysis



Monte-Carlo Validation

19

H. Avakian’s Analysis
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De-noising (CLAS12 Drift Chambers) 20
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Using Convolutional Auto-Encoders we can clean raw data sample to leave only hits that 
belong to a track. 
Network is trained on “good” reconstructed tracks from experimental data.
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De-noising (CLAS12 Drift Chambers) 21
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De-noising (CLAS12 Drift Chambers) 22
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What We Learned so Far ? 23

AI assisted tracking:

Two types of Neural Networks are developed to assist tracking code:


Track candidate classifiers

Inefficiency recovery network based on Auto-Encoders


The implementation in standard reconstruction code lead to improvements:

Tracking code speedup of ~35%.

Particle track reconstruction efficiency improvement of ~15% for 
standard running conditions (40-50nA).

Physics Impact

Improved efficiency for physics outcome for multi particle final sates


Improvement in statistics 20%-35% (for standard running conditions)

High Luminosity Running


De-noising DC and running standard reconstruction shows significant 
improvements in particle reconstruction.

With both de-noising and AI assistance makes it possible to run at higher 
luminosities.

De-Nosing network is ready and can be implemented as part of the 
workflow.

Heavy restructuring of DC code is needed to implement de-noising.

Conventional Tracking
AI Classification
AI De-Noising&Classification
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Level-3 trigger (with Artificial Intelligence) 24

Identify electrons based on raw information from Drift Chambers and 
calorimeter

Network trained on reconstructed data:


Matrix of size 6x112 for drift chambers

Matrix of 6x72 for calorimeter

Combined matrix of 6x184


Convolutional Neural network is used to train on data with 
reconstruct electron in the sector and random tracks with calorimeter 
hits in the same sector.
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Level-3 trigger (with Artificial Intelligence) 25

Neural Network was developed for Level-3 trigger studies. (Richard Tyson, University 
of Glasgow) 
The Software was tested on clonfarm11 node with two NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPUs (2 
available, tested only on 1), over 3 times faster than RTX 2080 Ti 
Results reported as inference per second (inference is per one sector) 
Real data rate is inference divided by 6 
Results are reported for 1 CPU core and 1 GPU unit

TESLA T4 (Max Rate ~58.5 kHz)

CPU (Max Rate ~3.4 kHz)
Event Rate ~ 550 Hz

Event Rate ~9.4 kHz)

RTX 2080 Ti (Max Rate ~17.2 kHz)
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Level-3 trigger (Difficulties) 26

EVIO library had to be developed from scratch

Implemented multi-threaded decoder for the online

Capable of decoding partial (DC,ECAL) informations at 85 Khz (with 32 threads)

Hard to run multiple GPUs in one thread, current implementation will run separate processes on 2 Nvidia GPUs

Currently EVIO reader part of the library is implements, work is in progress to develop writing into events 
functionality.

Single threaded JEVIO library capable of decoding one file with memory footprint 400 MB.

New library can run decoding for 100 files with 30 threads, with ~100MB memory footprint.

400 MB

Decoding One file Single Threaded

100 MB

Decoding 100 files Multi-Threaded (30 Threads)
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Particle Identification 27

Identify particles based on detector responses 

Each particle is assigned features depending 
on traveled path:


Drift Chamber track trajectory

High Threshold Cherenkov response

Time of Flight

RICH detector response

Electromagnetic Calorimeter shower  
(energy, shape and moments of the shower)


Neural Network will be trained on Monte-Carlo 
data.

Reaction specific framework will be developed 
to refine particle identification for specific final 
states.

DC HTCC FTOF RICH ECAL
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Particle Identification AI 28

Network was trained on uniformly 
generated electrons, pions and muons 
in GEMC 
Testing was done on Inclusive e,pi+,pi- 
event simulated using Pythia 

What is the physics impact ? 
Electrons identified by Neural 
Network lead to increased statistics 
in the exclusive e,pi+,pi-,p event 
The recovered electrons seem to 
come from edges of calorimeter 
where there are some energy losses, 
and AI can identify them better than 
a a simple Sampling fraction CUT. VERY EXTREMELY


PRELIMINARY

Using 28 parameters from Calorimeter
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Artificial Intelligence Projects 29

Track Classification

Fully implemented and incorporated in reconstruction software.

Leads to significant efficiency improvement for physics reactions 


Drift Chamber De-Noising

The software for training and inference is implemented, and tested on background merged files and real luminosity scan data.

Restructuring of Drift Chamber reconstruction code is needed for full implementation 


Level 3 trigger 

Software is implemented and tested on decoded data files.

EVIO needed to be reimplemented to avoid memory leaks and improve speed and memory footprint.

ET ring decoding software is running and can process data with 85 Khz rate (thanks to new EVIO library)

Working on putting all together with decoder and neural network. 


Particle Identification

Started project to implement particle identification for CLAS12 using Artificial Intelligence

First step is to implement electron identification using ECAL (good initial results)


Physics Reaction Identification

Identification of physics reaction using artificial intelligence, based on detector data without using high level reconstruction information.

Can be used in physics analysis to separate background from signal.

Can be used in trains to isolate events with desired reaction

Can be used in the online to assign tags to events, groups within the run group can process data independently if the final states are 
tagged.


